
WHO AND WHERE?

• To understand where the Anglo Saxons came 
from using knowledge from the previous 

lesson.

• To identify the reasons that the Anglo Saxons 
invaded Britain.

• To ask questions and empathise with 
historical figures.

To be successful -

Today I am learning –

Who the Anglo Saxons were 

and where they came from.



STARTER 

THINK-SHARE

Which of these might have been traditional Anglo 
Saxon names?

Alwin Martin Chad

Hrothgar Wilfred Clive Davey

Edith Ethel Katie Geraldine



WHERE DID THE ANGLO-SAXONS COME FROM?

Do you know what these places are 

called today and who lives there? 

TTYP - Why do you 

think they came to 

England?

Look at your maps 

and Atlases! 



MEET THE ANGLO 
SAXONS!

Think about the questions that you will ask during your 
interview.

Each ‘Anglo Saxon’ has 

some information to share 

with you. You can also ask 

questions. Record as much 

information as you can 

from each one!



The Anglo-Saxons came from Denmark, Germany and the 

Netherlands. 

These fearsome warriors rowed across the n

North Sea in wooden boats to England and forced the tribes in Britain 

to flee their homes.

Within a few centuries, the land they had invaded was known as 

England, after the Angles.

Recap!



Believe it or not, the Anglo-Saxons were warrior-

farmers. They began to invade Britain while the 

Romans were still in control.

They wanted control and land.

The Anglo-Saxons were tall, fair-haired men, armed 

with swords and spears and round shields.

Their other skills consisted of hunting, farming, textile 

(cloth) production and leather working.

Recap!

http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/Romans.html


There were three groups of people who settled in Britain which together, are called 

the Anglo-Saxons.

These three groups are called: 

Jutes

Angles

Saxons

The Angles and the Saxon tribes were the largest of the three attacking tribes and so 

we often know them as Anglo-Saxons.

Recap!



Your Turn!

• Name

• Where they were born

• How they travelled

• What was their job title?

• A picture of an Anglo-Saxon

• A small description of why they 

• came.

Use the evidence you have gathered to 

create a ‘passport’ for an Anglo Saxon 

entering Britain. Imagine you are that person!



Do people still enter and leave Britain today?

How might we have been influenced by the 

Anglo Saxons?

Review


